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EDGE INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SMARTER CITIES Nowadays,
cities are facing the challenge of providing new services to their citizens
raised from emerging solutions related to mobility, security, energy and
others. Those services require cities to become more agile in detecting
and respond to events. This need can be achieved by adapting to their
environment in real time bringing computational capabilities closer
when and where those events occur. This provides a flexible city
infrastructure that can be scaled and balanced to provide the
demanding low latencies, reliability and bandwidth.

EDGE OR CLOUD? COUPLING THE BENEFITS OF BOTH
COM-PUTING CONCEPTS FOR DATA SCIENCE Shall I deploy my
application on the edge or in the cloud? This is a question that a
Provider for a SaaS application will ask him-/herself more often than
not. After exploring and cleaning your data, deriving a use-case for an
analytical service, and finally implementing it, you will need to take the
decision on where to deploy your application to offer the full
functionalities and benefits to the end user.

SLA
SELF-ASSESSMENT
WITH
BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGIES Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) assessment consist a major,
well-established and widely adopted way of services descriptions when
it comes to public cloud infrastructure. The SLA assessment always
follows and monitors the compliance level of the infrastructure
providers promised services to their clientele experience. On the other
hand, the corresponding ways that this compliance is evaluated and
validated in Public Cloud have created a grey layer of ambiguity to the
level of accuracy and verification of the respective SLAs.

DYNAMIC MIGRATION OF MICROSERVICES BETWEEN CLOUD
AND EDGE Following previous articles posted on this blog about new
operational models, microservices orchestration in Edge and Cloud, and
SLAs use, this blog entry presents one of the main features implemented in
Pledger during the last year: the offloading of microservices at runtime from
Edge to Cloud or from Cloud to Edge based on SLAs and a continuous QoS
monitoring.
The idea is to migrate all or part of the microservices deployed in an
infrastructure (e.g., Edge device with Docker) to a more suitable
infrastructure (e.g., Cloud with Kubernetes) when the agreed SLA is not met.

SMART SCHEDULING TO OPTIMISE RESOURCES AND
LATENCY ON FAR EDGE, EDGE AND CLOUD Edge computing
brings to applications orchestration additional requirements such as
local data processing, lower network latency [1] and improved resiliency
and autonomy to overcome unattended and disconnected operations
[2]. Kubernetes [3] orchestration and its open-source implementations
for the edge help to increase the resiliency and autonomy with automatic
scaling, self-monitoring and balancing and thousands of
production-ready tools and applications.
When it comes to autoscaling though, Kubernetes was initially designed
for the cloud, where adequate capacity planning ensures resources
availability, and application can scale transparently.

EVENTS
PLEDGER AND RAINBOW PROJECTS PRESENT THEIR
OUTCOMES AT THE HORIZON CLOUD TECHNICAL
COMMUNITY EVENT

PLEDGER, within the context of its liaison activities, co-organized a
technical community event in collaboration with the EU funded
RAINBOW project on September 29, 2021. The event was hosted and
supported by the HORIZON CLOUD project.
Representatives of both projects presented their work and technical
outcomes and answered to all the attendees’ questions. Topics
discussed during the community event ranged from Cloud modelling
and optimisation to edge computing, unikernels, DevOps practices, and
green Cloud. During the workshop, PLEDGER presented its approach
for solving current and future challenges in the field.

The HORIZON CLOUD Technical Community Event has been a great
opportunity to:
• Find out what is currently going on in the European Cloud Research
& Innovation Scene
• Meet Cloud Computing experts working in the field of Cloud Research
& Innovation projects in Europe

The session has been attended by more than 35 participants from the
industry and the research community.

LIVE WEBINAR “AUGMENTED REALITY ENGINEERING
POWERED BY EDGE COMPUTING”
In this workshop, Holo-Light presented the PLEDGER Workspace
based on Edge Computing as part of its use case with the machinery
and plant engineering company FILL. The PLEDGER Workspace is the
turn-key solution enabling fast and easy visualization of complex 3D
CAD models, multi-user sessions with real-time interaction in the highest
rendering quality, and a secure storage for your files.

The webinar took place on December 21st, 2021, where Holo-Light
Co-Founder Luis Bollinger and Chief of Project Implementation Carina
Pamminger discussed collaborative AR engineering workflows and
demonstrated practical use cases like faster prototyping, remote
support, or training.
You can watch the recorded webinar on our YouTube channel.

THE PLEDGER PROJECT DISCUSSED SLA SELF-ASSESSMENT
ON BLOCKCHAIN AT HYPERLEDGER FOUNDATION 2022
JANUARY EVENT

With a vision of massive SLA Self-Assessment adoption in future
Internet ecosystems, this approach presented an honest SLA
intelligence solution with native operational transparency and privacy by
leveraging the endorsement of Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs)
by permissioned blockchains. The SLA assessment intelligence is
completed within enclaved smart contracts that are isolated from other
on-chain parties activities. The produced solution approach constitutes a
permissioned ecosystem where the SLA contract entities commonly
agree beforehand on all the respective SLA intelligence rules, while the
deployed SLA Self-Assessment scheme constantly audits the
corresponding SLA metrics based on these pre-approved regulations.

PLEDGER LIVE WEBINAR: CYBERNETICS ANALYZE – HOW
EDGE COMPUTING IMPROVES YOUR PRODUCTION SYSTEM

On March 17th, 2022, our partner Fill hosted a Pledger live Webinar to
show the latest developments in its digital product CYBERNETICS
ANALYZE to determine the process and thermal stability of
SYNCROMILL machines. During the webinar, PLEDGER was
introduced and how edge computing and the tools developed within the
project improve the solution.
After the welcome and company introduction, Sophie Binder (Innovation
Manager) guided through the webinar. Josef Nagl (Product
Management and Sales for Digital Products) introduced
CYBERNETICS ANALYZE and how the needs of Fill customers are
addressed with using this solution. By guiding through the user interface,
he gave hands-on examples on how to use the tool and how to analyze
the process and thermal stability of the machine. Next, Stefan Murauer
(Team Manager Software Engineering) showed the technical solution,
which data is used and recorded and which benefits edge computing
offer for Fill and its customers.
Afterwards, Verena Stanzl (Data Scientist) outlined that, hot topics for
providing such digital products are the availability and quality of service.
In PLEDGER these topics are explored to improve the performance of
applications running on the edge by monitoring defined SLAs and
offloading to the cloud in case of limited resources based on
PLEDGER’s recommendations. Furthermore, Application profiling and
Infrastructure benchmarking are used to find the most suitable place for
the applications and the use of smart contracts will be explored during
the remaining time of the project.
The session was closed after a Q&A round.
The webinar was streamed live from the Holodeck, an event location in
the newly established R&D facilities of the Fill Future Zone.
You can watch the recording of the webinar via YouTube:
https://youtu.be/8fw9s1wWq_E
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